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Chapter 1 : The Straw (Loom) That Broke the Camel's Back | Things 2 Do
He has given up the ghost, breathed his last, kicked the bucket, hopped the twig, bit the dust, and left us to be with the
great camel in the sky. How sad it is, that a being of such talent and such tenacity was taken from us so early, before he
had the chance to achieve so many of the things I.

Posted on August 14, by Stephen G. Many cultures used camels for the transport of people and carrying goods
like straw that was harvested. Every season, there are 20 teams that are eliminated from making the
post-season and the last straw is when they are officially eliminated, but along the way the weight of those
straws are not all equal. The Nationals have lost two games in a row in excruciating ways that both ended on
walk-off home runs. The Nationals begin today at 7. While ownership and general manager Mike Rizzo did
not go into full sell-mode two weeks ago, the team is in more dire straits today compared to where they were
at the non-waiver trade deadline on July 31st. With Brandon Kintzler and Shawn Kelley already traded, that
leaves 10 other pending free agents. Some have no value like Joaquin Benoit and Matt Wieters as trade assets,
and others would not bring back any value. Rizzo could place all of them on waivers and if they are claimed
just give them away as the claiming team is then automatically responsible for their remaining salary. What a
team usually does is put up a lesser player who is claimed then work-out a larger deal. Sources tell us as we
reported this morning that any trades or the notion of selling would have to be approved from team owner
Mark Lerner, and there is no indication â€” yet â€” that any orders to liquidate have been given. Well, two
weeks ago Mr. Lerner wrote to the fans that the Nats were not selling and were going for it! That was a choice,
and probably the wrong choice depending on your perspective. So here we are, players will play for pride and
some for future contracts like Bryce Harper. With the slimmest of odds to make it to the post-season, reality
sets in while hoping that the two teams ahead of them collapse. Those two teams are playing free and easy and
injury-free. They seem so lucky that you have to wonder how it happened. Almost every trade the Braves
made the past few years brought back riches while the Nationals trades depleted their pitching prospects with
little to show for it. The Phillies are led by rookie manager Gabe Kapler who was branded as the village idiot
during the first few days of the season, and now looks like he should win Manager of the Year. If the
Nationals improved anywhere, it would be with their defensive analytics which look much better. But so much
else has been worse than prior years. They were hit by the injury bug and two months of poor starting pitching
in June and July, and star players who have slumped badly at times. For the Phillies, they have done it with
great starting pitching and a lot of timely hitting. One common denominator between the Braves and Cubs is
youthful enthusiasm. Some analysts feel you need those grizzled veterans with post-season experience and
each team has a few players like that, but following the lead of recent World Champs like the Houston Astros,
Kansas City Royals, and Chicago Cubs, sometimes you just need that belief that you can win with some
youthful exuberance and high energy. That seems to be the Nationals problem for so many years that they play
to the veterans like Jayson Werth last year and this year sticking too long with playing Ryan Zimmerman
when he was batting. Maybe this season could be described as the year of the undisclosed injuries. Gio
Gonzalez had that 8. Other teams have gamed the system to rest up starters. The Nationals go in the opposite
direction. They push them to go more, and put the bullpen on standby. So here we are trying to make up for
lost time and the holes dug in April and June seem too deep to pull out of. With Zim, this is what manager
Dave Martinez has needed. He is a manager that plays the law of averages that says if you play long enough a
struggling player will progress to their mean. It usually works that way, but not always. Tonight is another
game in St. Louis, Missouri 1st Pitch:
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That was the straw that broke the camel's back," Naidu says, recalling the surreal scene around the conference table
when board members were discussing what to do about the canceled insurance and a colleague ran in with the morning
paper, which featured the story on the front page.

Meet with a Money Matters Advisor. Privacy is important to us. All information is confidential. If you do not
yet have our minimum, please keep us in mind as your assets continue to grow. Attend a Retirement Matters
Seminar! Another Threat to the Markets: I would like to invite you to come to one of our seminars. They are
designed for those of you who are retired or retiring soon, and they are free. At the free retirement seminar we
will answer these burning questions: How do I protect my retirement from the next market crash? Am I on
track to be able to retire? When should I take Social Security? How much can I afford to spend during my
retirement? What is the best investment I can use to fight inflation? How do I determine how much risk is
appropriate for me? Do I take my pension or a lump? Should I rollover my k? How do I reduce my income
taxes in the future? Click here to reserve your spot at the next free retirement planning seminar. We have been
talking about the risk to the global economy and to the stock market that the global debt represents. We
believe the next bear market will be particularly severe due to this problem. Turkey has one of the largest
economies in the world and also has one of the largest deficits in the world. Does anyone see a problem here?
To pay for these large deficits, the country has had to borrow massively, and there is now concern that it may
not be able to pay back its debt. With this prospect, foreign banks are becoming reticent about lending Turkey
more money, which could cause Turkey to default. This fear has caused the Turkish currency, the lira, to fall
dramatically, which has caused the cost of its outstanding debt to go up commensurately. Look at the Chart
Below: Do you have a plan for what to do when the next market crash comes? Do you know if you have
enough money to retire,? What are the 5 strategies that you can use to reduce your income taxes? How do you
plan for your retirement cash flow? What should you do to maximize your Social Security benefits? We would
love to review your entire financial plan, analyze what you have and see if we can help you. Either way, there
is no charge or obligation, and we will part friends! Schedule a free retirement consultation with one of our
financial advisors. We will help you to create your personalized retirement plan. While we reached our
fearless forecast of Dow 26, for this year in January and retrenched from there, we believe that we will rise to
that level again before year end. We see this trend accelerating as the fear of trade wars abates. We are just so
thankful that we have a strategy in place to help us when it does. Click here to schedule a free retirement
consultation with one of our financial advisors. Do not get complacent. Overconfidence is dangerous when it
comes to investing. Clients who followed our lead were out of the Stock market during the great market crash
of Preserving the wealth they have built is job number one for us. I encourage you to join the Money Matters
family! I believe that avoiding large losses is the single most important thing that we should be concerned
about as investors. Perhaps you were given a package by your employer. Perhaps you sold an asset and want
to know how to properly invest the proceeds. Perhaps you inherited money and want to keep it safe and grow
it if you can. Perhaps you just want a second opinion. These are all reasons for you to take advantage of all the
resources that we at Money Matters have to offer you. We want to help you to achieve your financial goals.
Thank you for subscribing to this newsletter. I hope it finds you and yours in good health and spirits.
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The [idiom] 'the straw that broke the camel's back' (Arabic: Ø§Ù„Ù‚Ø´Ø© Ø§Ù„ØªÙŠ Ù‚ØµÙ…Øª Ø¸Ù‡Ø±
Ø§Ù„Ø¨Ø¹ÙŠØ±), alluding to the proverb "it is the last straw that breaks the camel's back", describes the seemingly
minor or routine action that causes an unpredictably large and sudden reaction, because of the cumulative effect of
small actions.

Stocks suffered big losses as investors began re-assessing valuations in the face of surging 10 yr bond
yieldsâ€¦â€¦â€¦.. And the truth is that we saw the collapse of a very crowded trade think Technology â€¦â€¦and
as you would expect â€” when someone yells FIRE â€” everyone runs for the doorâ€¦â€¦ Now who exactly is
responsible? Some pundits will tell us that it was the mutual fund industry that created the selling pressure â€”
as they sold stock to meet redemptions. You see â€” it is not one of those reasons â€” it is in fact all those
reasons that added to the pressure causing the buyers to re-consider what they are willing to pay. Because â€”
look â€” there WERE buyers - for every seller there is a buyer â€” so if all those players were selling â€” then
who was buying? Well â€” those same people â€” remember â€” everyone plays on both sides of the fence â€”
people in the mkt play for both teamsâ€¦at times they are sellers and at times they are buyers â€” and
sometimes you can be both a seller of one stock and a buyer of anotherâ€¦â€¦so why the sharp selloff? Look
â€” we have had abnormally low interest rates for years now â€” The FED forced money into the mkt â€” as
we tried to rescue the economy â€” and when rates are near zero â€” where else is an investor to go? How
long have we been talking about this? Remember â€” the conversation has been â€” at what rate will stocks
stop going up? Well it now appears as if 3. So, while the sell pressure mounted â€” the buyers â€” took
advantage of the angst â€” choosing not to stand in the way of the oncoming train. And so â€” the selloff
happensâ€¦.. We will stand up, then sit down, then stand up and then sit down againâ€¦â€¦. Until we get thru
earnings season, get some clarity on yields and clarity on tradeâ€¦. Oh boy â€” can you just see how this is
going to play out? The Saudi Investor conference slated for later this month is seeing participants cancel in
drovesâ€¦. It is earnings season and look for the banks to continue to beauty pageant. European mkts are flat to
up small but lack any real direction. Concerns over Brexit, Saudi Arabia, Trade and rising interest rates
continue to be the talk of the day. While there were no outright negative macro data points over the weekend
to cause the resumption of selling there was plenty of geo-political news that will serve in the short run to be a
negative. Recall that last week â€” the IEA told us that the world oil mkts are well supplied â€” and that put
downward pressure on pricesâ€¦but if this latest drama plays out â€” then the mkts will assume a drawdown on
current supplies and force the price higher. Think of this as a safe haven play while the global stock mkts
come under pressure. Like the major averages, ideas have begun to whipsaw around, with multiple names
breaking both short and long-term support levels last week. Focus List ideas were removed due to technical
deterioration with eight still trading below the DMA and at risk of removal. For now, stay defensive, selling
ideas that are trading below long-term support and focusing on ideas and industry groups that rebound the
quickest when and if the market recovers. My sense is that the Saudi issue will be the next catalyst for
continued volatilityâ€¦. And while that issue alone will not determine stock prices or economic activity â€”
surging oil prices will. Timbale di Riso e Salsiccia Dolce Just the name sounds delicious - right? Well - a
timbale is a dish - usually made with meat that is prepared and cooked in a mold and then served. It makes a
great thanksgiving side dish. To begin - In a large sauce pan heat up some butter and a splash of oil and add
the chopped onion and cook until soft. Now combine the Arborio rice, chicken broth and a pinch of salt - be
careful here - the chicken broth has salt - so do not overdo it. Stir and bring to a boil over high heat. Cover the
pan with a tight-fitting lid, turn the heat down to low and simmer for about 10 or 15 mins - stirring once after 5
mins, you want the rice slightly undercooked, but all the liquid absorbed. Pour the rice into a large bowl and
cool to room temperature, stirring occasionally. When cool - stir in the parmesan cheese and the eggs mix until
well combined and set aside. The rice needs to be cooled - otherwise you will cook the egg when you combine
- you do not want to do this. Meanwhile, using a medium saucepan add in a splash of oil and turn the heat to
high. Add the sausage the hot oil and brown - breaking it up with the back of a wooden spoon as it cooks.
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Using a slotted spoon, remove and place in a bowl and set aside. In the same pan - reduce the heat to medium
and add the shallot, garlic. Cook, stirring constantly for 1 minute or until the shallots are soft. Add the
tomatoes, fresh basil and parmesan rind and bring to a boil. Reduce the heat to low and simmer, stirring
occasionally with a wooden spoon, for 15 to 20 minutes. Remove the cheese rind. Now add 2 cups of sauce to
the meat. Preheat the oven to degrees F. Butter the inside of a bundt pan - making sure to coat it very well.
Dust the inside of the pan with bread crumbs. Make sure it is evenly coated. Now - add the peas and diced
mozzarella to the sausage mixture and mix well. Using damp hands, press the rice evenly over the bottom of
the pan and up the sides and middle of the pan. Carefully spoon the sausage meat filling into the well of rice
and press gently to make sure it is evenly packed. Now cover the sausage with the remaining rice mixture and,
again, using damp hands, press the rice mixture evenly over the filling being sure to press along the edges to
seal. Sprinkle some more bread crumbs on top and dot with butter. Place in the preheated oven and bake for 45
minutes or until lightly browned on top. Remove from the oven and allow to rest for 15 minutes. Using a large
enough decorative dish - that is larger than the bundt pan - place the dish on top of the bundt and flip it over to
release. Now you can place a bowl of the remaining sauce on the side or you can fill the hole in the center of
the Timbale di riso and serve. The market commentary is the opinion of the author and is based on decades of
industry and market experience; however no guarantee is made or implied with respect to these opinions. This
commentary is not nor is it intended to be relied upon as authoritative or taken in substitution for the exercise
of judgment.
Chapter 4 : The Straw That Broke The Camel's Back - Meaning, Origin, Examples
If you say that something is the straw that breaks the camel's back, you mean it is the latest in a series of bad events,
and it makes you unable to deal with a situation any longer. Last week, I broke my wrist skateboarding and that was the
straw that broke the camel's back as far as my dad was concerned.

Chapter 5 : Grasping at straws and the straw that broke the camelâ€™s back | Rock County Star Herald
The straw that breaks/broke the camel's back definition is - the last in a series of bad things that happen to make
someone very upset, angry, etc.. How to use the straw that breaks/broke the camel's back in a sentence.

Chapter 6 : the straw that broke the camel's back - Wiktionary
This was 'the straw that broke the camel's back,' because now Emily is going to confront him. Origin: Most people have
heard of the amazing creature known as the camel, and how these beasts are capable of surviving in the harsh
conditions of a desert.

Chapter 7 : The Hindu : What is the meaning of "the straw that broke the camel's back"?
Add the sausage the hot oil and brown - breaking it up with the back of a wooden spoon as it cooks. Season with s&p.
Using a slotted spoon, remove and place in a bowl and set aside.

Chapter 8 : The Straw that Broke the Camel's Back in Khashoggi Crime | Good Politic
The straw that broke the camel's back and the last straw are two idioms that stem from the same proverb. An idiom is a
figure of speech that is a word, group of.

Chapter 9 : Straw that broke the camel's back - Wikipedia
The Straw that Broke the Camel's Back in Khashoggi Crime admin November 4, November 4, Comments Off on The
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Straw that Broke the Camel's Back in Khashoggi Crime Newspapers and websites plastered with the unwillingness of
Gina Haspel, Director of the Central Intelligence Agency, during her visit to Turkey, to follow up the audio.
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